
Are you looking for an interesting internship at an ambitious 
SparklingWineHouse in The Netherlands?   

 

 
             

DOMEIN HOLSET,BruisendWijnHuis, Holset 34-36, 6295 NC Lemiers, +31(0)43 850 2928 
                               

Who we are?  
Domein Holset (DH) is the SparklingWineHouse of the Low Countries. DH is fully dedicated to producing an 
astonishing assortment of sparkling wines from grapes from our 10,5 ha vineyards. The grapes are processed in our 
winery. Part of the vineyards are biodynamic, and parts are ‘in transition’ to BD. Furthermore are we actually our 
sparkling production-line just now. You can learn and contribute. 
 
What we offer 
We offer two vacancies for viticulture and oenology students. Since we are a fast growing wine domain you can 
plant new vineyards, maintain young (2-3 year) and older vineyards (13-25 years), assist with some cellarwork, 
participate and discuss the development of the base wines, the blends, the moment of bottling the wines for second 
fermentation, dosage tasting, remuage and disgorging the wines. The majority of the work is focused on the 
vineyard and the harvest. 
 
When?: We need you during the growing and harvesting season 
The period from half/end July till end of October is perfect. (start earlier is possible).  
 
We work 40 hours per week, and if needed during harvest and growing season, we work more. 
There is an ‘internship-compensation‘ and your housing is free.  
 
Where? 
Domein Holset is in the hilly South of The Netherlands, close to Maastricht and Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle). Holset is a 
little hamlet. The domain consists of several buildings (hotel, tasting room, offices) ánd a special apartment for 
interns with its own facilities (two bedrooms, living room + kitchen and bathroom). 
 
Special 
As a  little part of your work (2 hrs/week) we identified two innovation projects: 
1. There is a collaboration with a crop improvement company to crate a ‘novel’ pinot noir.  
2. We are interested in precision farming and have no idea where to start. 
 
Who will be you colleagues (wineteam & supervisor) 
You become part of our wine team which consist of 4 vineyard employees, 1 supervisor and an oenology advisor. 
The team is overseen by the overall director of Domein Holset who is, not by accident, also one of the best 
winetasters in The Netherlands with great commercial power. Bart Keijzer is the supervisor of the wine team and 
your direct contact. 
 
Procedure 
1. Your application with your CV and short motivation via email to bart@domeinholset.nl  For more information 

you can call him at +31 (0)637006983. If you can not reach Bart, you can call Erik +31(0)650 215 214. 
2. You will receive an answer on short notice and if you and Domein Holset maintains interest we will arrange an 

interview via Zoom. 
Looking forward hearing/reading from you. 
 
Domein Holset SparklingWineHouse, 
 

Bart Keijzer 
bart@domeinholset.nl 
+31 (0)637006983 
 

Erik Leferink 
erik@domeinholset.nl 
+ 31 (0)650 215 214 
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